
Chapter 18

Structures and Properties 
of Solids



Defects in solids

18.1
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Structural Defects

Intrinsic defects- occur in the pure substance

Extrinsic defects- stem from the presence of impurity

Point defects

Extended defects- in one, two or three dimension



Shottky defect-

Missing ion-pair

Frenkel defect-

misplacing ions to 
interstitial

Intrinsic Point Defects

Atom exchange defect

18.2-4



“F-center” defect

Extrinsic Point Defects

18.6“Farbenzenter” German word for color center



Defect sites of FeO

Nonstoichiometry
of FeOx

One Fe(II) vacancy 
is charge-
compensated by 

2 Fe(II) →2 Fe(III)

Fe2+

Oh sites

18.16



Phase diagram of Iron Oxides as a 
Function of Oxygen Content

Stoichiometry FeO

FeOx

Jeff Weissman/ photographic 
Guide to Mineral



18.9-10

Variation of partial pressure of oxygen with composition at 
constant pressure for (a) a nonstoichiometric oxide; (b) a 
stoichiometric pair of metal oxides MO and MO2; (c) a 
series of closely spaced discrete phases. The axis x is the 
atom ratio in MOx.

(c)



Shear plane: formation upon “Oxygen- removal”

Plane Defects

18.7



Shear plane

High resolution SEM 
on (120) in WO 3-x

18.8



Insertion of oxygen

Group Ⅴ, Ⅵ, and Ⅶ transition metal oxides are good catalysts
for selective oxidation of hydrocarbons.
e.g. V2O5, MoO3, WO3

Ⅴ Ⅵ Ⅵ
Reasons for high activity and selectivity in the insertion of oxygen

Formation of a oxygen vacancy or a shear plane?



Observed in 
experiments

Surface structure



Diffuse mechanisms 
for ions or atoms in a 
solid:

(a) exchange

(b) interstitialcy

(c ) interstitial

(d) vacancy

Ion Conductivity

18.13
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D: Diffusion coefficient 



Arrhenius plot of the
logarithm of the diffusion
coefficient of the mobile ion

D = D0 exp(-Ea/RT)

Activation Energy of Ion-Conductor

18.12



(a) low-temperature order structure

(b) high-temperature disordered structure

a Ag+-conductor

Ag2HgI4
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a Na+-conductorβ-Alumina

18.15

Conducting planeSide view

vacancy



an O2--conductor

18.20



Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC)



Eg



Overlapping of d-Orbitals of Early Transition
Metal Elements in the Oxide Structures 
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Energy Level Diagram of Early Transition
Metal Elements in the Oxide Structures

18.18



18.19

Corundum structure
α-Al2O3

O2- : hcp
Al3+ : 2/3 Oh sites

Cr(III) doped α-Al2O3

⇒ ruby

Cr2O3, Fe2O3 insulators
& antiferromagnetic

150K

Ti2O3

410K



FerromagneticFerromagnetic Antiferromagnetic

Magnetic Properties of Materials 
with Long-Range Ordered Spins

B18.1



J: energy of interaction of the spins on different ions

If J< kT paramagnetic

If J> kT => Ferromagnetic

Antiferromagnetic
Cooperative 
magnetism

Property of individual ion

Ferromagnetic Antiferromagnetic



In a magnetic field, H, the magnetic induction, B, in the 
material is

B = H + 4πI, where I= magnetic moment/ volume

magnetic permeability, P = B/H = 1 + (4 π I)/H = 1 + 4 π κ

magnetic susceptibility, κ = I/H

Molar magnetic susceptibility

χ = κ F/d, where F= formula weight

d= density of the material

Curie-Weiss Law: χ = C/(T + θ), 

C: Curie constant; θ: Weiss constant

Molar magnetic susceptibility, χ



Curie temperature

Neel temperature

Cooperative 
magnetism

B18.3



C(graphite) + n K(s) → CKn (Cn-, n K+)
C(graphite) + n/2 Br2(g) → CBrn (Cn+, n Br-)

Intercalation Reactions



18.33-34

d1, metallic

d2, semiconductor



Chemical vapor transport crystal growth

18.32TaS2(s) + 2I2(g) TaI4(s) + S2(g)
850?C

750?C



Hosts for Intercalation

18.37





18.38-39

Chevrel phases- three-dimensional intercalation

MxMo6S8

M= Li, Mn, Fe, Cd, Pb

Mo6S8 or

PbMo6S8 superconductor at 14K



Figure 2. Elementary cell of 
rhombohedral structure

Figure 3. Projection on the hexagonal        plane. The three types 
of cavity are represented. Large cations M are located in site 1. 



Intercalation Reaction in Lithium Battery

18.35-36



18.29-31

Modifier Glass of 
lower m.p.

Glass formation



Synthesis of Solid (Oxide) Materials
by “Sol-Gel Method”

Chart18.1











Superconductor

•Zero electrical resistance at temperatures below 
critical temperature
•Superconducting phase  transition
•Meissner effect

Heat 
capacity

resistance



Meissner effect with high temp. superconductor 
Photo from Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
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High temperature 
superconductor



YBa2Cu3O7

18.26



18.27

Superconductivity  is 
usually observed for 
materials that are not 
highly conducting above 
the critical temperature.



18.28
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of superconductor thin film.

Active metal 
precursors



Buckyball







Figure 7. Transition temperature in electron- and 
hole-doped C60 as function of lattice parameter. 

Nature,  408 (2000) 549

Electron-doped C60
Na, K, Rb, Cs-doped C60: Tc~ 16-18 K 

Hole-doped C60
C60/CHBr3: Tc ~ 52 K 



230 space group types into 32 crystal classes, one for 
each associated crystallographic point group. 
The space groups within each crystal class are 
characterized by the 14 Bravais lattices which belong 
to one of 7 crystal systems.

Crystallographic Space Group







14 Bravais Lattice

7 Crystal Systems





Miller Indices (hkl): a plane in the 
crystal lattice

h = a/cutting point along a-axis

k = b/cutting point along b-axis

l = c/ cutting point along c-axis



Face cutting
-1a and 1b

Face cutting
–1b and 1c

Face cutting
-1/2a, 1/2b 
and 1/2c

Miller Indices (hkl)



Crystallographic data



Diffraction Pattern

<Ref> Structure determination by X-ray crystallography 
M.F.C. Ladd and R.A. Palmer, NY : Plenum Press, 1985.



2dsin θ = nλ
sin θ = nλ/2 (1/d) Reciprocal lattice



real space (     ,     ,      ) ? reciprocal space (     ,     ,      ) 

The non-coplanar vectors       ,      , and    define a unit cell in the real 
lattice.  The corresponding vectors for the unit cell of a reciprocal 
lattice         ,       ,  and       will be defined by 

where the unit cell volume        is given by 

Hence, the reciprocal lattice vectors,  and  are normal to the planes 
bc, ca,and ab respectively in the real space. By the way, the 
symmetry in the reciprocal space is the same as in the real space. 
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Reciprocal lattice



Stereographic projection



Conventional graphic symbols









Special points in the Cubic System (O or 432)

falling on rotational axes along with the Miller indices of 
the projection plane



Stereogram of the C4v group, with a general 
point E and the locations to which it is moved 
by the symmetry operations indicated.



1) Screw Axes

31 screw axis-
moving 1/3 distance 
along one unit cell dimension,
then rotating for 2π/3

Space Group- containing space 
symmetry operations



2) Glide Planes

a glide-
moving 1/2 distance 
along a-axis,
then reflecting versus ac-plane
(or ab-plane)



a, b, c glide-
moving 1/2 distance along a, b or c-axis,
then reflecting

n glide-
moving 1/2 distance along face-diagonal,
then reflecting

d glide-
moving 1/4 distance along body-diagonal,
then reflecting





Lattice Centering— Pure Translation 
Symmetry

Rhombohedral

Face center

Base center

Body center

Primitive

(0,0,0) ;    (2/3, 1/3, 1/3); (1/3, 1/3, 2/3)3R

(0, 0, 0); (1/2, 1/2, 0); (1/2, 0, 1/2); (1/2, 1/2, 0)4F

(0, 0, 0);  (1/2, 1/2, 0)2C

(0, 0, 0);  (1/2, 0, 1/2)2B

(0, 0, 0);  (0, 1/2, 1/2)2A

(0, 0, 0);  (1/2, 1/2, 1/2)2I

(0,0,0)1P

positiontype
Take 
Orthorhombi
c for 
example





Space Group P 21

primitive
Screw axis 21

Screw axis 





1 at 0, 0, 0 (the origin)
21 parallel to the Y-axis, ¼ distance from ab-plane
c   (010), normal to the Y-axis

YX

1

x, y,z (1) → -x, ½ +y, ½ -z (2) → -x, -y, -z (3)
21 c

23

4




